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Inform, Interact, Inspire:
Reimagining the Admissions Website

Mark Heiman, Carleton College

Welcome. I’m Mark Heiman from Carleton College.  Carleton is a top-rated small liberal arts 
college in Northfield, Minnesota, just south of the Twin Cities. We have about 2000 students, 
all residential, traditional undergrads.

To help you stay awake this morning, I’ve scanned some images from some Carleton 
promotional material to use throughout the presentation.  Some of it may be a little out of 
date.

Before I begin, I want to place credit appropriately.  The project that I'm going to describe to 
you is not my project -- it represents the collaborative e!ort of the entire Carleton web team, 
most of whom are here today. I'm the one standing up here telling the story, mainly because I 
like standing up here telling stories.  If you have questions, any of us can tell you what we 
did, and depending on who you talk to, you'll probably get di!erent versions of the story.
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Here they are... this picture is a little old, though, so you might be better o! just looking for 
Carleton on the nametags.

Before this year, the last major update to our Admissions web site occurred in 2005. 



This is what it looked like.  I'm not going to dwell on it at all.  It was a perfectly fine site, with 
a clean design, that did what it needed to do.  But it was time for us to do something new.

Now, I'm going to start this story back in 2007, because redesigns don't happen in a vacuum. 
There's context, and history, and unintended consequences.



2007

Home page
focus groups

In 2007 we were ramping up for a home page redesign. As an early part of the process we 
worked with a group of about 60 local high school juniors.  We showed them a selection of 
di!erent college home pages (your home pages, actually) asked them what they liked and 
didn't like, what attracted them and what turned them o!.



High School Juniors are looking for...
" List of majors
" Stats (size, fac/stu ratio, etc)
" Admissions requirements
" Costs and financial aid information
" Pictures of campus/community

Now, the results weren't surprising.  They wanted to see:

We don't have exact percentages on these because they came out of focus group 
conversations, but these were the points consistently at the top of the list in all the groups 
we talked to.

I'm sure you all have these things on your websites -- though you might want to make sure 
they're not buried.

But that's not the interesting part.

Let's focus in on number 5.  [CLICK]

When we showed these high school students your home pages and asked for responses, we 
noticed something surprising:

When your home page came up with pictures of grand buildings on a tree-shaded lawn,



 the students perked up and said "that looks like a good school." When your home page 
showed the campus spread out majestically...



...with the mountains in the distance (don't you wish you had mountains?) they said "that 
looks like a great place to go."



And when your home page showed a closeup of happy students discussing philosophy on the 
quad, they rolled their eyes.



Girls under trees!
To scenes of students in a theater production, they said "who are these people, and what are 
they doing?"

In this case, that’s a very good question.  Of course, after yesterday we know what this photo 
is about [CLICK]

Over and over, until a pattern started to emerge:



Buildings good [CLICK]
People bad.

Now, I don't know about you, but somewhere along the way I internalized a notion that 
prospective students weren't interested in pretty pictures of buildings, that they wanted to 
see other students.  That smiling faces were the best way to convey a sense of what life on 
campus was like.

But that's not what these high school students were telling us. We were puzzled. So we dug 
deeper.  What was it about the photos? What didn't they like about the pictures of students?

These are the kinds of things they told us:



"They look posed." [CLICK]
"They might not even be students there -- they're probably models"
"I can't tell where they are." [CLICK]
"Look! They're trying to make us think they're diverse." (I think you all know that photo)

High school students are media savvy, critical, skeptical consumers.  Sometimes too skeptical 
-- they suspected even photos I'm pretty sure were genuinely unstaged.

But that's only one side of it. Those happy pictures were missing something that they wanted, 
something they were getting from the stodgy old pictures of buildings.

It took a little digging, but finally we got the phrase that captured it:



Sense of Place

Me

Sense of place.

Suddenly it all made sense. Try to imagine yourself at sixteen or seventeen, considering a 
college. A college is a place.  A place where you're not, but where you're trying to imagine 
yourself being. You're trying to place yourself in the picture and figure out if that's a _place_ 
you're going to like be.

[CLICK]

So, obviously, if all the pictures of that place are closeups of people who might be other 
students or might be attractive models, you're going to get fed up and say "Get out of the 
way so I can get some sense of the place already!"

Which means: if prospective students aren't getting a sense of place from your web site, 
they're going to have trouble imagining themselves at your school.  And that's bad for 
admissions.

That idea was the central concept for the new home page that we rolled out in 2008.



All buildings and scenery.  Not a student in site.  It's done very well for us. Go and check it 
out.

Now if sense of place is as critical to the admissions process as I'm asserting, it must show 
up in contexts other than the web site.  And it does.

What factor is more important than any other in determining whether a student will apply to 
and accept an o!er from Carleton College? That's something we can measure.



Campus Visits
Out of 23,000 prospects for the class of 2009, 

1.4% visited campus.

54% of those who visited applied.
2.1% of all prospects applied.

18% of the students who had never visited campus 
accepted an offer of admission.

48% of the students who visited accepted.
81% of the Class of 2009 made a campus visit.

What is it? It's the campus visit. 

Look at the numbers.

Providing a way for the prospect to make concrete that mental process of imagining 
themselves on campus turns prospects into enrolled students.

Now, this is true about Carleton.  It is entirely possible that there are schools for whom the 
campus visit is a liability -- in which case you should do exactly the opposite of everything 
I'm going to recommend.



Campus Visits
Likes:

" Campus tours (led by students, not staff)
" Sitting in on classes
" Staying overnight with students
" Eating in the dining halls
" Getting a sense of the geographic setting

Dislikes:
" Canned tours where everything is scripted
" Only getting to hang out with other prospects
" Programmed events that aren’t representative of campus life

And what is the campus visit all about? We asked our class of high school students what they 
liked and disliked about campus visits.

Again, none of this stu! should surprise you. But look at it through the filter of the 
fundamental desire to develop a sense of place.



Campus Visits
" Campus tours (led by students, not staff)
" Sitting in on classes
" Staying overnight with students
" Eating in the dining halls
" Getting a sense of the geographic setting

" Explore the environment in a guided but genuine way
" Experience the contexts and relationships of academic life
" Meet people in an unstructured, unscripted manner
" Experience the settings of everyday life
" Understand the place in its larger context

As a prospect, I want to:

Explore the place, in an open, flexible way
Place myself genuinely in the most common contexts of that place, such as the classroom or 
the dining hall or the dorm
Interact with the residents of that place in a natural, unstructured way, so as to understand 
them as people (not pretty faces)
Understand the place in its context (urban, rural, coastal, mountain, plains, etc).

That's all about sense of place, and the campus visit does it admirably, and that leads directly 
to admissions.

But we're web people, and this kind of talk gets us thinking about recreating our campuses in 
Second Life.



If you think that sounds appealing... Please step away from the mouse slowly and no one will 
get hurt.

There must be ways to convey the sorts of experiences and information provided by a campus 
tour through the college web site.  I think we've found one.  And I'm going to show it to you... 
in a few minutes.
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Before we began even to imagine what our new admissions site might be like, we did some 
more research.  In winter of 2008, we camped out in our admissions o#ce and waylaid 
prospects.  We showed them a variety of admissions sites -- your admissions sites -- and 
asked them what they looked for, what stuck with them, what attracted their attention.



High School Juniors are looking for...
" List of majors
" Stats (size, fac/stu ratio, etc)
" Admissions requirements
" Costs and financial aid information
" Pictures of campus/community

The general results weren't significantly di!erent from what we learned in our earlier look at 
home pages -- one lesson here: to the prospective student, every page on your site is an 
admissions page.

So we knew what the essential items for an admissions site were.  But there were a number of 
other potential features that people had suggested to us or that we'd seen on other sites. 
How did our prospects rate those?



Admissions Features
" Virtual tour of campus
" Student profiles
" Faculty profiles
" Student blogs
" Student videos
" Classroom audio/video
" Financial aid calculator
" "Find a major" tool
" Live chat with admissions staff
" Live chat with a current student

That's from most to least interested. The last two are set apart because they actually got 
negative rankings.

These are interesting, but look at them through the lens of sense of place. If you look at the 
things that rise to the top, it's about placing yourself on campus, learning about the people 
you meet there. The highest ranked items are those that most closely approximate the 
campus visit experience.

But there's one more thing we learned as we listened to prospective students praising and 
trashing your admissions sites.  There are two kinds of prospects. And a single individual 
may be one or the other depending on where they are in the admissions cycle.



Searchers & Explorers

Goal & task 
oriented
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 sense of 
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The first kind of prospect [CLICK] -- call them searchers -- is looking for something in 
particular. At the beginning of their search process, maybe they're trying to find all the 
schools of a particular size or in a particular place.  They're looking for specific facts that they 
can use to narrow their search list.  And if they can't find those facts quickly, you're not going 
to make that list.

Later in the admissions process, that same prospect may be looking for application 
information, or instructions for scheduling a visit. They have a discrete task in mind, and 
anything that gets in the way of completing that task is a mark against your site and your 
school.

At other points in the process, however, that same prospect becomes a di!erent kind of 
visitor. [CLICK] Call them browsers, or explorers. You've got their interest, and now they want 
to learn something about you. Most of all, they're in search of that sense of place.  They want 
you to help them  imagine what it would be like to be on campus, exploring the space, 
interacting with the people there. That's a broad, unfocused mode.  It's completely di!erent 
from the directed, goal-oriented mode of the searchers.

But if my assertions about the campus visit experience and its virtual equivalents are true, 
this is perhaps the most important type of interaction when it comes to turning a prospect 
into a student.

So what we need is an admissions site that supports both types of interaction; or even better, 
a site that quickly meets the needs of the searchers, but also has a chance of tempting them 
into exploration mode while they're there.

There's a lot of research out there on searchers vs browsers with regard to website design, 
and a lot of that comes into play here as well, and I don't have time to get into it.



Google is your friend.
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So it's now the spring of 2008 and we've promised our Admissions o#ce a new site by the 
start of 2009 and all we have is some interesting research. Serious brainstorming ensues.



Virtual Tour Profiles Blogs Videos

Let's think back at that list of features that our prospects were interested in. Virtual tours, 
profiles of students and faculty, blogs and videos top the list.  Those are all great things, and 
I'm sure you've sat through presentations touting the benefits of one or all.  And we could 
just take each of those and carve out section of the website for them and call it good.

But if we understand those features as part of a larger exploratory experience that somehow 
parallels the campus visit, can we imagine a way in which we might integrate all of those into 
a seamless whole that meets the goals students have for a real campus visit?

Sure we can!



Explore Ask Visit Interview Apply Afford

Explore Feature

About 
Carleton

Contact
Info

Wasn't that easy? And can we place it in a structure that also meets the goals of the 
searchers?  Sure! [CLICK]

Add some other basic info and that's more or less a simplified version of the wireframes that 
we began sharing with Admissions in the summer of 2008. You're familiar with wireframes, 
I'm sure.  You lay out the elements of the page as pure content, with only rough positioning, 
and use that for user testing before you start to think about actual design. You always do 
that, right?

And so, that's our site, thank you all for coming.

Wait... I forgot to tell you what the Explore Feature actually is.



All right, let's think about what we have to work with.  A campus, with buildings and other 
locations of interest, including some in the surrounding community. Students. Faculty. 
Classes. Student activities. Majors and departments.



BFF!
ROFL

IMHO OMG WTF

The key thing to remember is that those are not isolated facts, nor abstract facts.  Specific 
students live in specific buildings. They attend specific classes in other specific buildings, 
taught by specific faculty. Who are part of specific departments. Which are housed in 
buildings. And those departments have majors. And those majors are students. And those 
students participate in extra-curricular activities. With other students. In specific places. And 
most importantly, all of the people have interesting things to say about the other people, the 
places, the majors, the activities, and all the rest.



It’s complicated

That is how you experience a college.  You don't arrive on campus and say "Now I will learn 
about the buildings." Or "Now I shall consume information about the student body; please 
provide the necessary data." Maybe you would [CLICK] if you were a robot,



Robots!

but we're not trying to enroll robots.



Yet.



You experience a college as a complicated set of relationships and interactions, and the 
metadata about those interactions -- how do the students feel about the faculty who teach 
them? [CLICK] How do they feel about where they live? What are their favorite courses? Their 
favorite places? -- the emotional metadata is probably more critical to the college choice 
decision-making process than the data it connects.

Can we capture not just the data, but also the metadata, and make it all accessible to the 
exploring prospect? Yes, we can!

How do we do that?



Explore Ask Visit Interview Apply Afford
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Let's return to our wireframe. We know where we're headed, so we'll start to apply some 
design.



(I say that lightly -- we had to lock our designer in his o#ce for weeks and slide food under 
the door while he came up with multiple design concepts, which were then tested and revised 
and tested and revised until we got to the end result.)

Here's what we do. We take about a dozen students and we have them fill out a survey about 
their lives at Carleton. All the usual facts: what year are you, where are you from, what's your 
major, where do you live? But we also ask them to answer a lot of fuzzy questions: What's 
your favorite class? Your favorite place? What do you do for fun? What assignments have you 
particularly enjoyed? And we ask them specifically about their admissions experience: what 
was your campus visit like? Did you receive financial aid? What was it like to interview?

And because Carleton students are articulate and interesting writers, we ask them not just for 
lists, but for discursive answers. Sentences and paragraphs about their experiences related to 
each question.

From all of that text, we pull out all the standalone quotes so we can link them up with the 
people.

Then we sit down with each of those students and put them in front of a video camera, and 
survey in hand, we ask questions about those things that obviously interest and excite them.  
As with the quotes, we slice those interviews up into small, topical chunks that we can use on 
the site.

Now, some of those quotes and videos are about particular places, so we take all of the 
referenced locations and attach them to a map.

Those quotes and videos also pertain to particular topics, so we go through and attach 
topical tags to everything, which allows us to generate a tag cloud.

Finally, we ask a subset of the profiled students to share their Carleton experience more 
deeply by blogging on a regular basis, and we pay them standard student work rates for the 
service.

Add the one missing piece that every student asked for, top it all o! with a little of that sense 
of place, and that, friends, is Carleton's new Admissions site.

Let's click around a little.

---

As you can see, this site is huge, and highly interconnected. Exactly how big is it?



2008 2009

430

45

Number of pages in Admissions site

Our old admissions site had 45 pages.  The new site has 430. Today.

To which it would be appropriate to respond: Are you people insane?



How do they do that?

Probably, but not in a bad way.



2008 2009

430

45

Number of pages in Admissions site

The reason that it works is that all of those new pages -- the ones we were just looking at -- 
don't really exist.  No one maintains them.  They are untouched by human hands.

How does that work?



Scie
nce!

Science!

No, better than that.



!"#$%#$&'(#()%'%#$&*+*$%'

Reason!

Now, you could probably do this with any su#ciently flexible content management system, so 
I won't spend a whole lot of time on the Reason pitch. Several schools who are using it did a 
presentation yesterday. But quickly for those of you who haven't heard of it...



!"#$%#$&'(#()%'%#$&*+*$%'

" Open source content management
" PHP/MySQL
" Designed by higher ed, for higher ed
" Used by schools across the country
" The cat’s pajamas

Here's what Reason does for us in this context.



Each of the di!erent kinds of data is stored as a custom object type in Reason. Here's the 
administrative view of the admissions site, showing all of the di!erent data types.  Some use 
built-in types, others are custom, but it only takes a couple of minutes to build a custom 
type.  Once a type exists, the interface manages it, and you can enter all the metadata via the 
web interface.

Here's the management page for the people objects, for instance.



And here's what it looks like to edit a particular person.



Anyone can do this -- it doesn't take any special technical knowledge.

Once objects exist, we use Reason's built-in relationship management to make connections 
between them.  Most of these relationships are custom, but those can all be defined through 
the web interface.

Here along the side you can see some of the relationships we can assign for a person...
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All of these things are easy to do in Reason, but we spent a couple of months, starting in 
November 2008, figuring out the best way to do them. We worked out all of the possible 
types of objects which we would draw out of the student profiles, and defined all the possible 
relationships between those objects.



• Person 
$ Attributes: First Name*, Last Name, Email, Class Year, Slug (username), Foreign 

Key
$ Has page
$ Relationships: 

% hasA#liation [Audience] (required)
% provides [Quote] 
% providesEmblematicQuote [Quote]
% hasHardestClass [Course]
% majorsIn [Subject] 
% concentratesIn [Subject] 
% participatesIn [Activity] 
% teaches [Course] 
% teaches in [Subject]
% isAdvisorTo [Activity] 
% hasPosition [Position]
% livesAt [Location] 
% authorOf [Publication]
% hasEmblematicImage [Image]
% likes [*] (e.g.: snow,Trimester System,The Arb, PHYS 207,Stefan Zweifel 

% Course
% Subject
% Dept
% Location
% Category
% Person

For instance, here's our technical specification for the person type, showing all of its possible 
relationships.  That work took a while, because we wanted to make sure everything made 
sense before we started entering data.
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At the beginning of January 2009, we set up all of the objects and relationships and began 
data entry.  



Activities

Topics

Courses

Faculty

Images

Locations

Offices/Departments

Videos

People

Positions

Questions

Quotes/Answers 371

80

16

17

119

90

70

489

43

40

46

72 Types

To give you a sense of scale, here are the current counts for all the major types; the numbers 
were only slightly smaller at rollout.

So, we have gathered all of this data and entered it into Reason. What's left to do?

Well, the Reason administrative interface handles the data automatically, but at this point, 
there's no public interface for viewing the data -- no actual web pages. So we spent the 
month of January coding an interface against the Reason API.  By this time, we had 
wireframes and designs for all of the di!erent kinds of pages, so it went quickly.  And it was 
just interface coding -- all of the data storage and retrieval was handled by the Reason core.

Still, two programmers worked for most of a month on it -- each di!erent kind of page 
required its own template, and each of the individual parts of the page were coded in a 
generalized, reusable way.



The result is that all of the pages that display information from profile data -- the vast 
majority of them -- are dynamically generated from the available data when the page is 
requested -- though there's some caching that happens to save cycles.  If the underlying data 
is updated -- a new person is added, or new images, quotes, etc. -- the new or changed data 
is incorporated automatically, with new pages being created as needed.

No one creates the pages, no one edits them.

There are probably pages on our site that have only ever been seen by robots.  [CLICK] But 
that's ok.  Real campus visits are deep and complex and untidy, so that's not necessarily a 
problem.

So that's how we got here.  We rolled out the new site on January 30, to great accolades.  
There were parades and fireworks, and the mayor presented us with the key to the city.



Measurable
Outcomes

But did it do any good? Are the things we can measure?
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We haven't had the new site up for a full year yet, but we can compare month-to-month with 
last year. As you can see, we're getting about 10,000 more visits every month than we were 
with the old site.  That's visits, not page hits.  Which means that the di!erence in the size of 
the sites doesn't skew the numbers.  A visit that looks at one page counts the same as a visit 
that looks at ten.

But what do we know about those visits? 
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If we aggregate the annual data for the last five years, the di!erence is obvious.  The average 
visit duration was 5 minutes back in 2005, when high school students apparently had longer 
attention spans, and has been declining ever since, with no changes to our site.

With the rollout of the new site, the time spent is almost back to the 2005 high.

But look at this -- pages per visit. How many di!erent pages did each of those visitors look 
at? The numbers have been relatively flat, but with the new site, we see a spike.  On average, 
every visitor is looking at one more page than they looked at last year.  That doesn't sound 
like a lot, but remember, we're seeing 10000 more visits per month.  And everyone one of 
those visits is, on average, one page longer.  Which in reality means that some smaller 
number of visitors is spending a lot more time on our site. 

And that's exactly what we hoped and expected would happen.

Finally, the number of visits per visitor, which had also been trending down, also shows a 
definite uptick. This measures how many people come back to the site.  It's fuzzy measure, 
though, as it's hard to accurately determine that from IP addresses alone.

So we're seeing more visits, longer visits, more pages per visit, and more return visits.  I think 
that counts as success.



Go Carleton! Rah! Rah!



Future Directions
" Faculty profiles
" Alumni profiles
" A richer map-based tour experience
" Automated profile creation /update
" Improve caching to reduce server load
" Higher-quality video

Where do we go from here? We've got some things we're working on, things we're hoping to 
do, things that dropped out of the scope of the original project.



Questions?

Mark Heiman, Carleton College
mheiman@carleton.edu
@wyrdebeard

Please complete your session survey! (TNT7)


